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Chippewa Valley Ethanol Company

Annual Report

CVAC Board of Directors

Front Row: L to R: Gene Fynboh, Jan Lundebrek - Secretary, Dan Benson,
and Dave Nagler.
Back Row: L to R: Chuck DeGrote, Dale Tolifson - Vice-Chairman, Roger
Longhenry, Kent Evenson - Treasurer, and Dave Thompson - Chairman.

Letter from Management
FY 2016 Chad Friese, General Manager

The CVEC facility has had another fantastic year with income on the higher side of average and above budget. The largest
shift from last year taking place in the value of ethanol, this taking place in 1st quarter. CVEC yields were competitive with
the industry, a shift from our normal standout yields, mostly due to restricted cooling capacities through summer. Energy
usage numbers for CVEC were greatly improved, in fact breaking company records that cover a 20 year time span. The
CVEC staff has once again done a phenomenal job of operating and maintaining the plant while also advancing the plant
and positioning it for strong operation into the future. FY 2016 had many major advancements with the construction of
a new cooling tower and the addition of another industrial distillation column. The industrial column is an expansion
of our Glacial Grains Spirits (GGS) capacity and will allow for growth in those markets. This addition will allow more
capacity and flexibility towards both industrial and organic alcohol production for GGS.
These advancements sometime come with a short term price and for this year that was a small reduction in total production
as we brought these new technologies online, worked through construction issues, and trained employees on the safe
and efficient operation of new equipment. The cooling tower replacement clearly showed necessity as summer heat and
humidity gave CVEC some challenges towards maintaining yield and production. The long term gain of having these
assets in place are already paying dividends and having paid for these assets with cash versus financing, the gain will be put
right to every monthly statement. The CVEC staff is one of the best in the business and many of the plants in the industry
would love to have a CVEC trained staff member as a part of their team.
Other challenges that existed through 2016 have been in regards to permitting as CVEC has worked to renew their water
discharge permit with the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA). Countless staff hours have gone into checking
and double checking to assure that CVEC can meet all of the constantly changing regulations that the state has on water
discharge qualities and quantities. Over the next year and a half, CVEC will be moving down the path toward zero liquid
discharge meaning CVEC will not discharge any water. CVEC will accomplish this the way many in the industry have been
required to do over the years, by having an internal water treatment system. This new system will provide a continuous
stream of water quality that can be consumed by the production of ethanol at the plant. Investment into CVEC should not
be viewed as a cost to the membership, but as a way of assuring continued success for the membership of CVAC.
One of the biggest stories recently has been the approval of the (RVO) renewable volume obligations for 2017 as required
for the Renewable Fuels Standard. The volumes all increased from the spring estimates and the EPA has filed them within
the allotted time. As you may recall, the volumes and the timeline for setting them had been falling behind over the last
couple of years. For conventional ethanol we should have been at a 15 billion gallon level in 2015 and spring preliminary
discussions in 2016 for the 2017 levels still had us a little short of this. When the smoke cleared and volumes were released
EPA had set ethanol volumes to the 15 billion gallon level. Increases were also made in bio-diesel, and cellulosic areas as
well so the overall gap has narrowed. 15 billion is the high water mark for ethanol in the current program though additional
ethanol can be utilized to meet overall blend requirements reaching this area may now require additional investment into
other renewables to continue to meet requirements going forward. Exports have currently been an effective way to keep
demand in the market for ethanol above the domestic demand levels as production is currently in place that exceeds the
15 billion level. The ethanol market has also breached the blend wall that the oil industry constructed and have left the
wall as a pile of rubble for the last several months. The blend wall never really existed of course and was just an imaginary
construct that the oil industry built in the media world to slow the development and growth of renewable fuels. With
continued export demand, volumes set for the RFS, and the blend wall now in the rear view mirror, ethanol forward
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direction is set. As oil values increase due to OPEC agreements, and infrastructure investment by many states allow
additional customer access to renewable fuels, perhaps now the smoke will begin to clear. All this should allow renewables
to take a strong position in the transportation industry’s forward outlook and find price stability for ethanol that has been
a bit elusive the last couple years.
Most infrastructure and customer access increases were made possible by the USDA committing dollars to fuel marketers
through a grant program called the Bio-Fuel Infrastructure Program (BIP). The efforts of many states and the guidance
of bio-fuels groups like Minnesota Bio-Fuels Association (MBA), Renewable Fuels Association (RFA), Growth Energy,
American Coalition for Ethanol (ACE) and others in their respective states did a lot of the heavy lifting when it came
time to educate the market on the value of these grant dollars. Twenty-one states developed programs to increase the
availability of renewable fuels like ethanol. E15 was one of the major beneficiaries of this program and the production of
cars capable and warrantied by car manufacturers to use E15 also helped. All cars produced after 2001 can safely use E15
according to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and most cars off the lot today are now have warranties to use
E15 fuel. The BIP program from USDA was so successful there are many discussions that there could be a second offering
of BIP for 2017. Growth Energy and RFA also made large contributions towards infrastructure build-out through a grant
program supported by the ethanol industry. All this means continued demand for ethanol and other renewable fuels
for transportation fuel and provides a stable outlook for the industry. CVEC participates in many of the organizations
that support the industry and compliment their continued work on keeping ethanol and other renewables in focus. The
progress made while being constantly bombarded by myths and half-truths from naysayers has been impressive. When
you really dig in, most of those arguments against renewables seem to come from groups with a vested interest or hope
that bio-fuels not be successful.
CVEC’s other investments also continue to be successful. RPMG has had another successful year and has moved into
position as the 2nd largest marketer of ethanol in the United States. Investments in Guardian (GEM) have all had success
over the year and continue to contribute value back to CVEC’s local communities thru dividends paid to members.
There were several investments made at the Guardian facilities in 2016 that should contribute to their continued success
for years to come as well. These Guardian investments focused on increased production by eliminating bottlenecks that
were limiting production and not allowing for the best utilization of the existing assets. While most of these investments
are done, and online at the Hankinson, ND facility permitting delays on construction have slowed the completion at
both Lima, OH and Janesville, MN. These invested dollars will return through increased capacities and efficiencies per
gallon that ultimately could get rolled back into CVEC as production increases. The success of these plants puts dollars to
CVEC’s bottom line which are then distributed back to the shareholders and contribute to the overall success of CVEC.
Diversity is something that CVEC has had success with throughout the years, fuel ethanol, industrial alcohol, and organic
alcohol. Through investments in RPMG and Guardian (GEM), CVEC gains diversity of risk, marketing, geography, and
becomes part of a larger network of knowledge and technology in the industry through these relationships. The CVEC
staff does more than keep the CVEC plant running smoothly, they are part of a collaborative network of plants through
the Guardian network that helps to support the successful production at all the Guardian plants and owner plants of GEM.
Through this network and collaboration, CVEC also reaps the benefit of gaining from others experiences and making
choices for the CVEC plant that can create the best advantages from the utilization of those shared experiences.
While the industry may not be a sure thing as regulation, government, politics, perception, value, elections, may change
in many ways sometimes unexpectedly, CVEC has the tools and the people in place to overcome those challenges and
continue to be successful for many years to come.

Accumulated Financial Data
Accumulated
Total

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

Anhydrous Gallons

$748,389,519

$48,893,846

$49,331,116

$49,271,404

$49,264,445

$48,990,506

$48,683,138 $229,215,998 $151,263,301

Sales

$1,981,933,885 $125,691,210 $140,189,234 $174,539,748 $216,402,408 $200,412,097

$198,817,555 $563,170,653 $243,646,185

Net Income

$199,124,459

$6,943,819

$16,679,132

$42,742,494

$12,090,144

$6,948,910

$16,054,524

$36,165,862

$50,777,949

Distributions

$160,108,999

$12,929,463

$30,745,094

$20,227,033

$5,663,569

$10,518,155

$8,171,469

$29,908,624

$39,822,025

Plant, Property and
Equipment (less acc. dep)

$41,836,145

$37,338,338

$39,094,943

$37,843,488

$32,559,700

$34,319,222

$38,794,336

$35,827,420

Total Assets

$70,852,036

$80,153,944

$93,153,944

$71,089,784

$66,208,738

$66,863,687

$58,356,077

$44,389,285

0

0

0

$1,905,888

$148,816

0

$6,036,894

$7,236,589

Member Equity

$66,516,859

$73,426,329

$85,993,029

$62,491,212

$55,788,457

$58,844,698

$46,490,201

$31,414,946

Long Term Debt
to Assets

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

2.68%

0.22%

0.00%

10.68%

14.66%

Working Capital

$13,226,011

$20,780,245

$19,036,806

$9,699,742

$9,591,946

$11,460,468

$7,391,865

$1,081,636

Current Ratio

4.05

4.01

3.65

2.45

1.93

2.43

2.32

1.29

Net Worth

94%

91%

92%

88%

84%

88%

79%

73%

Percent Distributed

Long-term Debt,
Less Current Maturities

2011

2010 - 2006

2005 - 2001

80%

CVEC Financial Highlights
Ethanol Produced

Capital Projects
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Guide to Chippewa Valley Ethanol Company & Related Entities
Chippewa Valley Ethanol Company (CVEC) can be correctly thought of as an
ethanol plant located in Benson, Minnesota but there are a number of entities
that make up the complete CVEC family. The following description is designed
to clarify the numerous relationships.
There are two primary pillars of the CVEC organization:
• Chippewa Valley Agrafuels Cooperative (CVAC) and,
• Chippewa Valley Ethanol Company, LLLP (CVEC)
An investment in CVEC is actually an investment/ownership in both CVAC and CVEC.
CVAC – is the company that owns the plant, property, and equipment and in turn
leases those assets to CVEC. Because this is where the physical assets reside, our
loan from CoBank is secured through this entity (dba. Liquid Capital). Additionally,
the Cooperative contains the corn delivery requirement. CVAC is the general
partner in CVEC which is structured as a Limited Liability Limited Partnership
(LLLP). Membership in CVAC is based on shares which are equivalent to bushels
of required corn delivery. The “shares” in CVAC equal the “units” in CVEC.
CVEC – is the processing company. All the employees and inventory reside in
this entity. Along with CVAC, the members are partners in CVEC. The structure
of CVEC means tax liability is borne by the partners. The vast majority of income
and expense items that flow to the Statement of Operations originate in CVEC.
An investment in CVEC is based on units and the number of units represents the
percentage of the company owned. The “units” in CVEC are equivalent to the
“shares” in CVAC. CVEC houses all of the subsidiary companies, including:
Glacial Grain Spirits (GGS) – this is the entity that our industrial and beverage
grade alcohol are manufactured under. 100% CVEC owned.

Guardian – Lima – A 55 mgy ethanol facility located in Lima, Ohio. It was
purchased by three farmer-owned ethanol companies. 12% CVEC owned.
Guardian – Hankinson – A 110 mpg ethanol facility located in Hankinson,
ND. It was purchased by four farmer-owned ethanol companies in 2014. 4.17%
CVEC owned.
Frontline BioEnergy, LLC – A gasification technology company headquartered
in Ames, Iowa. 6.1% owned by CVEC.
In addition, CVEC has an investment in:
Bushmills Ethanol – A 65 mgy ethanol producer located in Atwater, MN.
KAAPA Ethanol – A 60 mgy ethanol producer located in Minden, NE.
Benson Corn Pool (BCP) - An autonomous, fee-based corn purchasing
company for the use of CVAC shareholders who would rather another entity
handle their physical delivery requirement.
The business structure for CVEC was developed prior to the Minnesota
Cooperative Associations Act that was codified as statute 308(b) in 2003. The
creation of the 308(b) Cooperative eliminated the need for a value-added
processing company, such as CVEC, to create two distinctly different companies
designed to operate in a similar fashion. There were no provisions in 308(b)
to allow an existing value added processing company to roll into the new
organizational structure. We have studied the challenges of making this change
to streamline our configuration but the members would face significant tax
liability. Essentially, CVEC would be treated as if we had sold the Company and
a calculation of basis gain would have to be made.

Renewable Products Marketing Group (RPMG) – Owned by 14 ethanol
producers RPMG is an ethanol and co-products marketing company that CVEC
was a founding member of. Headquartered in Shakopee, Minnesota, RPMG
currently markets approximately 1.3 billion gallons of ethanol and 1.5 million tons
of distillers grains annually. RPMG employs over 35 people. 7.7% CVEC owned.

The Audit analyzes each company and goes through a series of steps to roll
the different entities into one all-encompassing report. The designations are:

Guardian – Janesville – A 110 mgy ethanol facility located in Janesville,
Minnesota. It was purchased out of bankruptcy by six farmer-owned ethanol
companies in 2009. 13% CVEC owned.

Combined Report – This is the report that covers the business of the entire
Company.

Consolidated Report – This report includes all the entities EXCEPT the information
from CVAC. Partner tax liability is computed from the Consolidated information.
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Friday, June 10th, 2016

Anniversary Celebration Photos

Our
Vision:

To ensure our success as a multi-generational
company.

Our
Mission:

We are focused on generating distributions to our
members by engaging in opportunities to increase
the value of agriculture production.

Chippewa Valley Ethanol Company

270 20th Street NW, Benson, MN 56215
Phone: 320.843.4813 Fax: 320.843.4800 Website: www.cvec.com

